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The subject of this documentary represents one
of the topics mostly feared and avoided as it
brings to light the ugliness cast upon a
relationship that has turned abusive and
harmful. There is also the reverse, when the
relationship was forced and abusive from the
beginning, but how many of us would like to
stop and think about it? It might blacken a
sunny day and spoil the mood.
The documentary, one of the works of the
remarkable filmmaker Deepa Mehta, revealed
the inferno of domestic abuse as seen through
the eyes and the questions of the children and
of the adults involved. The impact of the
documentary is stronger as the filmmaker had
the vision of making the children interview the
parents, asking questions that usually children
do not dare to ask even though the questions

lurk in their minds, increasing their fear and
uncertainty aroused by a life they cannot
possibly understand – a child should feel the
supporting strength of the parent not the
anguish and impotency in dealing with cruel
situations.
The story of three abused women and one
abuser were brought to the screen by
conversations between mothers and their
children or a father and his child. One can feel
despair and hope but also the impossibility of
understanding that people can deal thusly with
each other.
The documentary is an eye-opener – there is no
doubt here. It opened the eyes and fed the
minds of the people that joined us at 100
Lotherton Pathway in North York, mostly West

Indians, varying in age from around 25 to over
80. They were so caught in the documentary
presented that they did not even stir or tried to
reach for coffee or any of the treats prepared
for them. When the documentary ended, they
had to be directly invited to partake in the
refreshments laid out on a table in an anteroom. They seemed more interested in the
second part of the evening – the discussion led
by Samuel Park – our expert panelist: he was
kind enough to oblige us with his presence and
moderate the discussion that followed after
watching the documentary.
DFC screenings involve a second part of the
evening which normally turns into a Q&A
session. Such sessions are informative, that’s
true. They offer much needed knowledge to the
right people. That did not happen this night.
Our guest, Mr. Samuel Park, invited the
audience to join in a circle so that the flow of
the conversation may be easier and everybody
could feel involved. He was the one asking the
questions, making the people think more on the
subject and making it easier for them to express
their thoughts, even their fears.
A male in the audience opened the
conversation – he remarked that the
documentary is biased as it presents only
female victims, while the abusers can actually
be of either gender. Mr. Samuel Park handled
the remark by emphasizing that while indeed
there are abusers of either gender, statistics
show that women are more prone to be abused
as the physical strength lies with the male
counterpart. With that, he opened the can of
worms, literary speaking, helping the audience
become more aware of what lies behind the
situations presented in the documentary. He
made them feel at ease and, consequently, they
felt safe to share experiences with him and each
other. They got to the point where they were
able to reveal aspects of their lives and ask for
advice. They even spoke about situations when
they did not know what actions they should
take and they asked about the possibility of
being somehow trained in recognizing various

abuses and the manner in which they should
react. The discussions led to other types of
abuses beyond what the documentary showed
and to the possibility of forming support
networks for the abused ones: children, old
people, women and men.
I have already remarked and I want to remark
again: there was a discussion beyond what I had
imagined. It reflected deeply the purpose of our
DFC program. It opened eyes and hearts and
touched the community at large. There was the
perfect audience – curious, determined to make
a change and to take matters on the right path.
They showed willingness to join in other
discussions like that and to approach other
important matters that impact their daily life.
Those people touched me and made me
understand what willingness and consciousness
could achieve. Let’s hope that there are others
out there.
The screening was graced by the presence of
Latha Sukumar, Executive Director of MCIS and
one of the two exceptional people that led to
the creation of DFC; Tara Bootan the wonderful
Coordinator for Action for Neighbourhood
Change; Vivienne Smith an inspiring and
engaged community resident who helped
create the Community Cafe group and
generously invited us to start a DFC film club for
them; and Sree Nallamothu, DFC’s Program
Manager who has extensive experience
supporting community development efforts
across the GTA. All of them got involved in the
discussion that simply flew, and they all added a
certain flavor to the conversation.

